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JUNIOR TWILIGHT CONCERT
On Thursday the 22nd of November, we held our annual Junior
Twilight Concert.
This was a great opportunity for music students in years 7-10 to
perform for family and friends. We had a wide variety of
ensembles perform, including Jazz Combo, who presented us
with the funk standard Watermelon Man.
We also had our Junior String Ensemble perform the reflective
song Consider Christ, featuring Evie Connew on vocals. Liam
Nokes treated us to a solo performance of the Beatles’ classic
Blackbird on the electric guitar, followed by a collaboration
between our Flute Ensemble and Percussion Ensemble. We
also had solo performances by Chengcheng Zheng on double
bass, and Owen Hill on clarinet. The Contemporary Vocal
Ensemble performed a fresh arrangement of Away in a Manger,
arranged by their director, Mr Greg Jones.
The year 7 brass class were able to display their new skills on
trumpets and P-Bones, and we were also delighted by the year
9 and 10 music classes who gave great performances of a
range of pop, Christian, and blues songs.
Junior Concert Band closed the night with a rendition of the
classic Respect.
Thank you to all the family and friends who came to support the
music students.
A big thank you to the staff who were involved in making the
event happen – particularly Mrs Kirsty Smith and Mr Brad
Adams .
Mr Purdy also organised the AV side of things for the night, so
thank you to him and his team of students for helping things run
smoothly-particularly Year 12 student John Whately who
manned the sound desk.
Thanks also to Ms Suyeon Ro and Mr Jamie Adam who have
directed the String Ensemble and Percussion Ensemble,
respectively, this year.
A special thanks to Suzie Enright and the Parents & Friends
Association for organising the barbeque and refreshments for
the evening.
The standard of the performances seen at the Twilight Concert
keeps us excited to see what each student and ensemble will
be able to accomplish as they progress throughout the years.
Miss Grace Bleby
Music Administration Assistant

